
Haiku: Closing classes at the end of the term or school year and 
creating new ones for the next year? 

 
Note:  

Do not de-activate any active classes before the end of term date unless you want to 
lock your students out of that class early. 

 

Do not activate any new classes before the start of term, unless you want students to 
have access to the class early. Rostered students will receive notice of a new class as 
soon as it has been activated. You can add students to your roster early without 
activating the new class. 

 

Remember, the inactive classes under your account that have class ids associated with 
them were created by PowerSchool and are to remain inactive and only used to link 
rosters. You will only add content to the classes that you have created manually. 

 

Lastly, any classes that contain the same content only needs to be created once per 
term. You will create linked sections within that class and add rosters from differing 
hours. That way you only need to manage the one Haiku class for all of your sections. 

If two of you are teaching the same class, you can share the one class between the two 
of you by adding sections for each teacher’s students. 

 
 
Q:  How do I close my classes at the end of the term and create new ones for the next term? 

  
A:  At the end of the term, you should make your classes inactive and copy any class content that you wish to reuse 

to a new Class or Template. 

 
Make your Classes Inactive 
Once you are finished teaching a class you should make the class inactive.  Doing this will prevent students from 
accessing the class, but all of the class data will still be available to you.   
 
To do this choose Make Inactive from the Manage Class menu.   

 
As the teacher, you can access your inactive classes by clicking on the Inactive tab on your My Classes screen. 

 You can also reactivate a class at any time. 



  
 
 
Copy Class Content 
If you will be using the same course content again, you can copy it by choosing Save As from the Manage 
ClassMenu.   

 
  
This will give you the option to save the course content as a New Class or as a Template.   

 
  
If you only need one copy of the class you can choose the New Class option, but if you might want to use this content 
again and again, chose the Template option.  Then, use the check boxes to determine what data you are copying. 
 On the next screen you can give your New Class or Template a Name, Class code, and a URL.   
  



 
Your current roster and student data will not be copied, so your class will be ready for a fresh start. 
  
 
 
 
  

Share your Classes with your Peers 
While you are closing out your completed classes you might find it helpful to share content with other teachers that 
have similar classes.  You can use the Sharing feature to allow other users to copy the content in your classes, 
pages, or blocks for their own use.  Others can have a duplicate class of their own or share the same class with 
differing roster sections. 
  
  

Data Retention 
You never need to worry about your Haiku classes automatically being deleted.  Even with a free account you can 
have unlimited inactive classes as long as you stay within your available storage.  For Organizational users, your 
Domain Administrator does have the ability to delete your courses if they wish, but they have to do so manually. 
 Deleting classes can not be done using the import process.   

   
 
Roster Setup 

Once you have your class content ready, you may need to set up your Rosters.  

 

Creating a Master Class for Imported Roster Sections 

If you are teaching multiple sections that are all using the same content, and you would like to manage these sections 

from within one class, the very best way to do this is to set up linked roster sections.  

  

A bit of background:  

In order to manage these sections from one class within Haiku, you will need to first set up a manual class in Haiku. 

When we refer to a manual class, this means a class that was created by the teacher rather than an import. You can 

create a manual class by clicking the Add Class button on the Inactive Classes tab.  

 This manual class will be your “Master Class.” This is the class in which you will be creating all of your content and 

activities, and into which you will be pulling your section rosters.  



  

Now that you have created your manual class, go to the Manage Class menu and select Roster.  Toward the top 

left, you will see a Create Sections button next to the Add Student button. 

 

  

Click on Create Sections. The first time you create sections in a class, you will be given a little description of what 

sections are used for: 

 

  

Click OK to proceed.  

  

You will now see two sections created by default. You have the option to add more sections by clicking the Add 

Section button. You can rename a section by clicking on the edit link next to the section name.  



 

 

Go ahead and add as many sections as you need, and rename them as appropriate. The number of sections should 

correspond with the number of imported class sections you have from your SIS. These sections will still be empty at 

this point.  

  

Once your sections are created, follow these next steps for each of your sections.  

1. Go to the first section (or whichever is appropriate) in the class and click the Import Students button.  

 

*Note: It is very important that you do not click the Add Students button if you want your SIS to be in charge of 

updating your rosters.  

  

2. You will now need to select the source from which you would like to bring your rosters into this section. Because 

the import from your SIS has already imported section rosters into classes, you will want to select the “Import from 

another Roster” option. Once you select this option, a menu will appear below that allows you to search for the 

name of the class from which you would like to import your students. 

 

If you check “Only list my classes” the search will filter by only your classes.  



 

3. Type the name of your class into the search and press the search button. Select the Import button next to the 

imported class section that has the corresponding roster you want to bring in to your master class.  

 

4. Once you click Import, you will be given a very important choice. This choice will determine whether or not your 

SIS is responsible for updating your rosters.  

 

Select Link Imported Class to Section A and click Continue.  

  

If you create a link between the imported class roster and your Master class section, your SIS will update your roster 

when it runs.  

  

*Note: If you do not create a link, or remove the link after the class has been set up, your class roster will not be 

updated by your SIS.  

  

5. After clicking Continue, you will see a list of students that will be imported, and you will asked if you would like to 

Import these students. Select Import.  

  

After selecting Import, you will be returned to the Roster screen. 

  

You can now see that your students have been added to the Roster, and that there is a “link” icon next to the section 

name.  



 

 

The link is the indication you have that your class roster is being updated by an imported roster outside of this class.  

  

Now, repeat these steps 1-5 for each of your sections. Once you do, your roster setup for this class will be complete.  

 

 


